
Week 7 - what a blast!  
At least for those who weren’t 
greedy on Monday during Deal or 
No Deal :-) 
This week camp was literally pop-
ping - at least for those who know 
how to guess that picture.  
On a more serious note, let’s 
remember that the Torah and 
Mitzvos were given for our benefit, 
which means that they only en-
hance our lives.  
Let’s remember Yoel who received 
a 2 1/2 million dollar check in the 
mail from AIG after he was so self-
less during Covid. 
Let’s remember the power of 
Shteiging in Shiur - which accord-
ing to the Sforno in this weeks 
Parsha may affect us even more so 
than seeing the open miracles that 
occurred in the Bais Hamikdash.  
Looking forward to an incredible 
fantastic final week of Eeshay 2023
Have a womderful restful Shabbos 
Rabbi Kramer
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This Week In Camp
week 7... Eisenberg lines out to teammate... down goes the one seed... Ackerman to Cohen double play... Schechter gets out of bases loaded no outs jam to save his season... 
Hack scores on walkoff throwing error... Kamara passes and cuts, A Pieprz finds him for the bucket... E Kovacs go ahead bucket in overtime... Zuckerman climbs the ladder 
for the catch... Strulowitz back to back threes... A Pieprz calmly sinks the three... A Pieprz ices the game with clutch free throws... Vipers defeat Cruise for E League title... 
Muschel to N Pieprz full field TD... Wedeck holds the runners... Bashist left hand floater over two defenders... Kreitzman beautiful pick... N Pieprz can’t stop scoring TD... A 
Pieprz two run double down the line... fire alarm... Ozer shoestring catch to end the inning... A Kovacs backpeddling pick... Ozer sliding stop... Ackerman clean home run... 
Eisenberg tip drill sliding TD... Hack clean triple... EHL returns... Karfunkel jump pass... Kramer brother matching haircuts... Rabinovitz tough reverse layup... Zimmer three at 
halftime buzzer... Rabinovitz hat trick... Weissman smells Gromans shoes after staff threes... M Thorburn scores game winner.... Teddy wins it in shootout... deal or no deal... 
the pigs get slaughtered... don’t be greedy... Tes Vav is greedy... extra water... Jackals and BBQ... Gromans dirty socks... A Pieprz beautiful pick six... Adler barehand catch in 
right... Y Wolbe can’t stop getting hat tricks... Kamara full field pick six... A Pieprz to Kamara full field dime... DHS and SWAT massive comebacks... Wolbe destroys in soda 
pong... Karfunkel dribbles through all five defenders... Imani clean home run... Karfunkel putting on a clinic... AM Kramer rips the ball out of his brothers hands... A Pieprz 
inside the parker... Glass hat trick at the buzzer... Rabinovitz first period hat trick... Ozer hat trick to tie it... Rosenbaum clean cut... Salomon scores from first on a ball to short... 
Weissmann drops it in for the TD... Imani over the shoulder TD... Probstein clean HR... Bashist beautiful pick six... and another one... Mennie robs him... Schechter hat trick... 
guess that picture... Yud Beis and Tes Zayin tie... Schechter dominating in the paint... Eisenberg hat trick in 10 minutes... cup stacking... Bashist covering a lot of ground... 
A Pieprz slides under his brothers tag... Karfunkel pump fake leads to layup... followed by a euro...  Wedeck highway robbery... catch of the year... Schechter double hat 
trick... Y Wolbe 17 goals in soccer... Wolbe shutout... Stein diving catch... Schechter basket catch... Probstein tackles Wedeck to get the out at home... A Pieprz finally gets his 
cycle... Ozer to Karfunkel one timer... Bashist taps the ball to himslef... staff basketball... staff  wins by 18... Schechter MVP chants... Damski in your head... Probstein offesnive 
rebound machine... Imani short handed goal... A Pieprz to Wedeck full field TD... Tony claims he got a double double...A Pieprz answers back with TD dime... Schechter blocks 
two at once on TD run... A Pieprz picks it off to ice the game... Tony is too small for Henoch Kramer... Rabinovitz first period hat trick... wins it in shootout... until next week...

The GromancipaTion proclamaTion
WHEW I’m wiped. Another wild week. I must say it is nice to be back to 100% on the court. And no I’m not talking 
about the staff game (although if you didn’t bet on me you’re clearing not very good at fantasy basketball). I’m talking 
about knockout. And for those of you that don’t know the rules of knockout- YOU CAN BOP THE BALL OUT OF 
THE HOOP. EVEN IF IT ALREADY PASSED THROUGH THE RIM. I WAS NOT OUT. I DEMAND A RE- ugh 
never mind. I’ll save my energy for dodgeball. THE BEST water is flying everywhere (because it never rains in Eeshay) 
activity. Yeah Schechter I get 2 lives. No it’s not cheating. Show me where in the rulebook it says that that’s cheating. 
Exactly. It doesn’t. Not in Rabbi Wisotsky’s rulebook at least. It’s hard to find rules in the rulebook when ya kinda make 
them up as you go. But you can’t argue with them. They were pretty fair, after all. Maybe we should just play dodgeball 
everyday. But with baseballs. Make it a little harder. Literally. Or hockey balls. And to get someone out you needa use 
your stick to hit em. Picture the scene. Staff vs campers. 100 people whacking hockey balls left and right causing com-
plete and utter chaos. We could totally make up a sport like that. We’ll call it… torture the counselor? Now that’s for 
real torture. Like reffing volleyball. Or unfreezing a block of iced t-shirt. And then putting it on. Whatever’s left of it, 
that is. I won’t spoil anything else. You all will have to see for yourselves next week. Collectively though we all have one 
goal, and that is, well, to torture the counselor. And being that I am not a counselor, I’m on your team, campers. Let’s 
rest up and prepare for another insane week, and of course, to torture our counselors. Get ready boys.
Have an awesome Shabbos,
Yosef

    WBC
LEAGUE LEADERS

RBI
T-1. Ahron Eisenberg, Ahron 

Milgraum
5

T-2. Levi Bashist, Mordechai 
Probstein

4

SLG
1. Avi Pieprz

1.000
T-2. Yonah Rosenfeld, 

Ahron Milgraum
.800

OPS
1. Yonah Rosenfeld

1.689
2. Avi Pieprz

1.667
3. Ahron Milgraum

1.550

E-LeagueE-LeagueWBCWBC
Teams W L
Charge 3 1
Ignite 3 1

Skyhawks 2 2
Swarm 0 4

Teams W L
Bums 3 1

Baystars 2 2
Werewolves 2 2

Tigers 1 3

League Standings
Junior DivisionJunior Division
S.W.A.T. 3-0S.W.A.T. 3-0

C.I.A. 2-1C.I.A. 2-1
D.H.S. 1-2D.H.S. 1-2
F.B.I. 0-3F.B.I. 0-3

Younger DivisionYounger Division
Fire Grenades 6-0-1Fire Grenades 6-0-1

Battleaxes 5-1-1Battleaxes 5-1-1
Flamethrowers 1-6Flamethrowers 1-6

Nukes 1-6Nukes 1-6

Older DivisionOlder Division
Bullet Ants 5-2Bullet Ants 5-2
Horse Flies 5-2Horse Flies 5-2
Killer Bees 4-3Killer Bees 4-3
Sea Wasps 0-7Sea Wasps 0-7


